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个选项中，选出可以填入空白处的最佳选项。 1. Henry, ＿＿

＿＿＿ Mary and Tom, is coming to China for a visit? Which is

WRONG? A. together with B. like C. besides D. but in addition to 2.

His father will be back from London＿＿＿＿a few days. A. since B.

in C. on D. after 3. He usually goes to work on time ＿＿＿＿＿＿.

A. except for raining days B. besides it rains C. but that it rains D.

except on rainy days 4. Did you have trouble ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ the

post office? A. to have found B. with finding C. to find D. in finding

5. If you keep on, you’ll succeed ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿. A. in time

B. at one time C. at the same time D. on time 6. The train leaves＿＿

＿6：00 pm, so I have to be at the station＿＿＿5：40 pm at the

latest? A. at； until B. for； after C. at； by D. before； around 7. 

＿＿＿the gate and you’ll find the entrance＿＿＿the park＿＿

＿the other side. A. Through； to； on B. Along； of； on C.

Down； to； at D. Up； of； by 8. One＿＿＿ five will have the

chance to join in the game. A. within B. among C. in D. from 9.  Do

you go there ＿＿＿bus?  No, we go there ＿＿＿a train. A. in； on

B. on； on C. by； in D. by； with 10. I made the coat ＿＿＿my

own hands. It was made＿＿＿hand, not with a machine. A. in； in

B. in； with C. with； by D. with； with 11. The trees ＿＿＿front

of the house are ＿＿＿the charge of Mr. Li. A. in； in B. at； in C.

in； by D. from； in 12. The old man died＿＿＿＿＿＿ cold ＿



＿＿＿＿＿＿ a cold night. A. from； at B. of； in C. of； on D.

for； during 13. My uncle lives＿＿＿＿116 Changhe Street. His

room is ＿＿＿＿the sixth floor. A. at； on B. to； at C. on； in D.

of； to 14. I don’t think you can work out the maths problem＿＿

＿＿her help. A. since B. unless C. with D. without 15. He is running

＿＿＿＿the wind towards the station＿＿＿＿＿ Tom running ＿

＿＿＿＿＿＿＿the right. A. down； and； on B. against； with

； on C. for； with； in D. with； while； to 16. In Hangzhou Mr.

Black was so struck＿＿＿＿the beauty of nature that he stayed＿＿

＿another night. A. at； on B. with； at C. for； in D. by； for 17. 

How long has the bookshop been in business?  ＿＿＿＿＿＿1987.

A. After B. In C. From D. Since 18. We offered him our

congratulations＿＿＿＿＿his passing the college entrance exams.

A. at B. on C. for D. of 19. Guangdong lies＿＿＿the south of China

and Fujian is＿＿＿the east of it. Hainan is＿＿the coast of the

mainland. A. in； in； on B. in； on； off C. on； to； on D. in；

to； away 20. The student, ＿＿＿＿whom all the teachers are

pleased,is very strict ＿＿＿himself ＿＿＿ everything. A. to； with

； in B. with； with； in C. with； at； with D. at； with； at 21.

Some doctors were sent t?the front where medical workers were ＿

＿＿. A. in great need B. in great need of C. needed great D. needed

in 22. ＿＿＿＿＿hearing the good news, they jumped with joy. A.

For B. To C. On D. At 23. She is well-known＿＿＿＿her poems

and she is also famous ＿＿＿an actress. A. for； for B. as； for C.

for； as D. by； for 24. He climbed silently＿＿＿＿＿＿seizing

the thief＿＿＿＿＿＿. A. in the purpose； by surprise B. with



purpose of； surprisingly C. with purpose of； surprisedly D. with

the purpose of； by surprise 25. The touch they had both kept in ＿

＿＿many years broke. A. for B. on C. into D. with 26. The pianist

began to play and the girl in red began to sing ＿＿＿＿the music.

A. with B. along C. through D. to 27. He divided the sweets＿＿

＿the children who were divided ＿＿＿three groups. A. in； in B.

into； into C. between； in D. among； into 28. Early ＿＿＿the

morning of May 1, we started off＿＿＿the mountain village. A. in

； for B. in； t? C. on； ／ D. on； for 29. Ted has been absent＿

＿＿＿＿class for quite some time. A. for B. with C. of D. from 30.

The railway was opened＿＿＿＿＿＿traffic＿＿＿＿＿＿＿

April 4, 1985. A. to； on B. to； in C. by； on D. for； on 100Test 
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